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April and her family have returned to the place where her nightmare began. It’s
bad enough that she feels trapped by a building, a virus, and the upcoming
winter, but the indistinguishable whispers in her head hold her captive as well.
For April, remembering is reliving the events in her life every day - good and bad.
When she discovers that the voice in her head is Cecil’s, she turns to her parents
for a solution. Somehow, he implanted secrets deep in her subconscious. April
suspects they are clues to solving the virus he created. But someone else knows
about the secrets trapped in April’s head, and they have a plan of their own. Will
April’s parents get to the information, or will someone from April’s past get there
first? And can April learn to cope with these memories, or will they drive her
crazy?
The OfferingSovereign, #2E.R. Arroyo
Investigating the murder of his microbiologist brother, Paul Cochrane follows the
trail from California to Cambridge, Massachusetts, to investigate his brother's
work on a process that could produce a limitless supply of free energy to power
the world.
Los Angeles: 2063 David Stalin was one of the best detectives in the business,
running head-to-head with data-jackers, organ thieves, and the tech-enhanced
gangs who ruled the shadowy streets of Los Angeles. He could do no wrong, until
what seemed like an easy case got out of control, and left his wife dead among
the abandoned ruins of old LA. After four years of self-imposed retirement, David
suddenly finds himself back on the job, struggling to unravel a crime far worse
than murder. This time, he’s not the hunter. As he’s about to discover, the past
isn’t finished with him yet…
SuperMoon
The Greatest Gift
The Green Trap
Rabithole
Connecting in a Digital World
Veritas

Why did a Houston district attorney decide to involve the state in an area of the law that
it has historically treated as sacrosanct: that of medical decision-making? Why did the
DA decide to charge McCall with murder rather than criminal negligence in a civil court?
In a city where the Texas Medical Center reigns as one of the top employers in
Houston, housing over three thousand medical researchers making the news with new
pharmaceutical discoveries almost daily, why did twelve Houstonians unanimously
decide to convict Dr. McCall for intentional murder following her trial?" These are the
questions that lead investigative reporter Kate Townsend to write a Pulitzer Prize
winning series called Murder in the Texas Medical Center. Haunted by the knowledge
that her new-found fame has been purchased at too high a price; Kate is sure that
McCall is not guilty. Texas Governor Greg Bell hires former homicide detective and
criminal defense attorney Rich Jansen to fix the escalating problems at the Huntsville
Prisons recently inflamed by a lawsuit against infamous inmate Dr. Lindsey McCall. Dr.
McCall is an internationally acclaimed cardiologist, researcher, and a 2002 nominee for
the Nobel Prize for Medicine. When Jansen's skills quickly result in the resignation of
an incompetent prison medical director, he realizes that this strange saga is just
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beginning. Mark Twain wrote that forgiveness was the fragrance shed by a violet upon
the heel of the boot that has crushed it. This medical mystery weaves together the lives
of two sisters, Lindsey, and Paula, with those of strangers as each cope with loss,
betrayal, jealousy, and the exquisitely painful journey to forgiveness. Wilder's second
edition of her debut novel has it all. Mystery, romance, and dysfunctional family
relationships wrapped up in a tale of big pharma and medicine. Literary Fiction Review
dubbed it 'A story fragrant with love and
forgiveness':http://www.literaryfictionreview.com/fragrance.php
In this action-packed sequel to Iron Fist, the nefarious Shadow Helix organization has
possession of Newton's Arrow, a super-advanced gravity weapon stolen from the
Inventory. It's up to Dev and his friends to get it back, and they follow its trail all over the
world. But as they get close, they uncover disturbing truths about the past.
Need a replacement body part? No problem with all the specialized cloning labs in the
Milky Way galaxy. Rita King, commander of the Junkyard Dog, believes in the
practice–except when it comes to her own body. She reluctantly agrees to visit Omega
Lab, knowing she needs to be in top form to face her enemies on Mars Base. Her blind
eyes put her at too great a disadvantage. Time for new ones. No one expects what
happens next. Omega Lab, the twelfth book in the Junkyard Dog series, takes the
reader inside the wonders–and darkest perils–of a cloning lab built deep inside a
meteorite.
In 2023, the Accelerated Regeneration Compound (ARC) was created: a serum that
stimulates regrowth of human tissue – and which quickly drew notice from the United
States government. In 2035, 'Project Golem' was created: Five genetically augmented
super-soldiers, imbued with ARC... Twenty years later, the world is finally beginning to
recover from the effects of the 'Turmoil': a near-apocalyptic collision of terrorist attacks,
brushfire wars, economic collapse, industrial accidents, and internal disorder and
uprisings across the globe. Here and there, rumors circulate of 'giants in black' who
fought against the worst violence – and then suddenly disappeared, hidden or dead.
Cut off from the Project, a small group of surviving Golems has spent the past five
years in hiding. In that time, they have been seeking out others of their kind, trying to
bring them together in a community all their own. They know nothing of their lives
before the Project – if those even existed. Now, however, two of them are setting out on
a journey to find answers. But the truth of their origins goes far deeper than they could
ever believe. And there are some in the covert world they left behind who will kill to
keep this truth buried...
The Third Craft
Cosmic Rift
Ghost
Commandment
New York Magazine
The Body Keeps the Score
This laboratory manual is designed for an introductory majors biology course with a broad
survey of basic laboratory techniques. The experiments and procedures are simple, safe,
easy to perform, and especially appropriate for large classes. Few experiments require a
second class-meeting to complete the procedure. Each exercise includes many
photographs, traditional topics, and experiments that help students learn about life.
Procedures within each exercise are numerous and discrete so that an exercise can be
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tailored to the needs of the students, the style of the instructor, and the facilities available.
ENDANGERED SPECIES: MAN Dedicated to the protection of humanity in the twenty-third
century, the Cerberus warriors have repelled numerous alien parasites that would prey on
mankind. But the Cerberus team clashes with otherworldly scavengers wielding technology
far in advance of their own when they investigate a spaceship crash site. SUPER DEATH
The spaceship belongs to citizens of a magnificent airborne city located in a quantum rift.
They have been hoarding alien technology and using the superscience they’d stolen to
build a futuristic haven. But their benevolent ruler is about to be challenged for his throne,
a challenge that threatens to turn earth into a testing ground for alien weapons of
unimaginable destruction. Unless the Cerberus warriors can find a way to stop the
escalating crisis.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent
reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical
solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
#1 New York Times bestseller “Essential reading for anyone interested in understanding
and treating traumatic stress and the scope of its impact on society.” —Alexander
McFarlane, Director of the Centre for Traumatic Stress Studies A pioneering researcher
transforms our understanding of trauma and offers a bold new paradigm for healing in this
New York Times bestseller Trauma is a fact of life. Veterans and their families deal with
the painful aftermath of combat; one in five Americans has been molested; one in four grew
up with alcoholics; one in three couples have engaged in physical violence. Dr. Bessel van
der Kolk, one of the world’s foremost experts on trauma, has spent over three decades
working with survivors. In The Body Keeps the Score, he uses recent scientific advances to
show how trauma literally reshapes both body and brain, compromising sufferers’
capacities for pleasure, engagement, self-control, and trust. He explores innovative
treatments—from neurofeedback and meditation to sports, drama, and yoga—that offer
new paths to recovery by activating the brain’s natural neuroplasticity. Based on Dr. van
der Kolk’s own research and that of other leading specialists, The Body Keeps the Score
exposes the tremendous power of our relationships both to hurt and to heal—and offers
new hope for reclaiming lives.
The Competition
Dancing In The Wind
Books 10-13
GERMS & FURY
Fantasy Stories
Lesikar's Business Communication

This book, Fantasy Stories, has five fantasy stories in it.
From silicon germs to digitized souls, the future is here… Read the final book of
the Beverly Hills Book Award Winning Glide Trilogy, a mesmerizing tale of love,
loss, and second chances. Set in a future filled with dazzling and perilous
inventions, the trilogy has been read more than 6,000,000 times on Wattpad,
received a starred review from Publishers Weekly (book 2), and has been queried
for a future motion picture. In Germs & Fury, as an unstoppable global virus
threatens humanity, evolution is hijacked by a spiteful geneticist determined to
advance his new species inspired by biblical giants. With the fall of humankind
all but assured, the future’s salvation lies in secrets from its past…
In this dramatic one-volume sci-fi trilogy, three spacecraft crash land on Earth
following the destruction of a far-off planet by two warring royal houses. Now,
with the discovery of the third craft, the rivalry breaks out in an apocalyptic battle
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to determine Earth's future. And what a battle it is, between equally determined
forces involving two princes, the Queen Mother, and the humans the rival aliens
have adapted themselves to -- including the twins Joe and Hawk and their father
Frank Grayer, an intelligence agent for the U.S. Department of Defense. The Third
Craft is a spirited, gripping saga of morality, cosmic civil war, and human
evolution -- an adventure into the limits of technology, the nature of evil, and the
destiny of humankind.
Last night, clothes began appearing in Alice Hightower’s closet at sunset. She
might find bell bottoms from the seventies or a beaded flapper’s dress from the
twenties, but they fit perfectly. She slips on the outfits and opens her balcony
door to another place and time where extraordinary men fill her nights. CEO of a
medical device company about to unveil a revolutionary heart bypass product,
Alice escapes her challenging days to the adventures beyond her balcony door.
How could her smoldering VP of sales, or her fascinating assistant compare to
Tweedle Don and Tweedle Dan, twin doctors from the seventies, or the sixties
rock group who scolds Alice for being late for their very important date. At fortynine, after two divorces, relating to her male coworkers has been entirely too
complicated. When industrial espionage threatens her company, Alice has to
save the position that defines her, discover the truth of her fantastic travels and
decide if the real men in her life might be more satisfying than those she enjoys
by night.
Ortatrox
Junkyard Dog Collection 4
The Independent Guide to IBM-standard Personal Computing
PC Mag
The Identification of Behavioral, Geographic and Temporal Patterns of
Preparatory Conduct
A Journey to My Daughter's Birthplace in China
Consumed by guilt from a war she started, Cori faces the aftermath of her destruction. The
Mercy colony is in shambles as infection spreads and Dylan struggles to find a cure before
it’s too late. Cori’s love and loyalties are put to the test when he asks her for the unthinkable.
Now faced with impossible decisions, Cori must risk her friends and everything she’s ever
cared about in order to put things right. She’ll go to unimaginable lengths to save the
innocent, no matter the cost.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald
Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the
country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and
food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a
place and an idea.
When the hallowed halls of academia become the stage for murder, newly appointed Dean
Beth Ellis's search for the truth leads her to unexpected discoveries about her own heart. For
Beth Ellis, Grafton College and its faculty and students are her home and family. But the
president of the college rubs everyone the wrong way, the new English professor on campus
isn't much more popular, and Beth has her hands full trying to keep the peace as various
campus factions quarrel. Still, she didn't expect a tenure battle to end in murder. Sally
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Sullivan left the Chicago police homicide division and returned to her hometown where, as
chief of police, she expected her greatest challenges to be dealing with car accidents and
drunk drivers. But faced with a murder investigation with more motives than evidence and an
inexperienced staff, Sally finds small-town policing isn't as simple as she thought. Neither are
her growing feelings for Beth Ellis. As Sally and Beth's different worlds collide, their desire to
solve the murder is complicated by their unexpected attraction. A second murder on campus
places the survival of the college itself, their tenuous relationship, and even their lives in
jeopardy.
A Rip Roaring Time Travel Adventure! Chronological Explorer Steve Wilberforce has the
whole of recorded history to save when his time machine falls into the wrong hands, a thief
out to correct a mistake on her last heist. With car chases, scrapes with the law and time travel
spanning five centuries, that's a lot to sort out. Add in bad costume choice and an automated
man servant whose upgrade to distinguish himself from Action Man costs €500, things can
only get worse. Bonus sneak peak material! The 1st chapter of 'Attack of the Atomic
Airships!' Introducing Air Group Captain Sebastopol Valiant, the steampunk missing link
between Harry Flashman and Biggles. Can be found at the end of 'Digital Yesterdays'
Digital Yesterdays
Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorist Incidents
Murder in the Medical Center
Guide to Dissection of the Horse and Ruminants
America in the Time of COVID
Aircraft, Men and Action
Falling for your best friend, who just happens to be an up and coming country star is
probably not the best idea. Not even being a blip on his romantic radar? Yeah, shoot
me now. Growing up in Alex McCloud’s shadow was far from easy. Then, he blew out
of town, before the ink was even dry on his recording contract, with empty promises of
keeping in touch that he has never once kept. Some best friend, right? Now, he sings
his heart out to millions of fans, and I milk cows on my family’s struggling dairy farm.
Well, that is until Alex strolls back into town, and he’s got more than writing his new
album on his mind. I know from experience that I need to guard my heart, or I may end
up being just another girl in a country song. It’s just harder than I thought, trying to get
my brain and my heart on the same page.
Behind the Glass Door is a woven tale of intrigue, mystery, betrayal, sexual fantasy,
and murder. John and Samantha Stone lived a privileged lifestyle in the suburbs of
Westport, Connecticut. He, a tall handsome man of great success in his profession,
was the fancy of many women. Yet years of demanding hard work and his need to fulfill
his sadistic sexual desires changed him as if demons took charge of his greedy soul.
Samantha, John’s loving wife of twenty-four years, was a beautiful and sensitive
woman and a mother of twins. She possessed extrasensory perception and the ability
to see beyond reality. Controlled, as if bound by chains, she was unable to make her
own decisions confined by the husband she trusted. Sam soon realized her fate was
not her own but rested at the mercy of her husband’s insanity and those who seek her
destruction.
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication. Explores whether
sufficient data exists to examine the temporal and spatial relationships that existed in
terrorist group planning, and if so, could patterns of preparatory conduct be identified?
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About one-half of the terrorists resided, planned, and prepared for terrorism relatively
close to their eventual target. The terrorist groups existed for 1,205 days from the first
planning meeting to the date of the actual/planned terrorist incident. The planning
process for specific acts began 2-3 months prior to the terrorist incident. This study
examined selected terrorist groups/incidents in the U.S. from 1980-2002. It provides for
the potential to identify patterns of conduct that might lead to intervention prior to the
commission of the actual terrorist incidents. Illustrations.
After the Night: Cassidy may have met her soul mate at an office party — if only he
hadn’t been wearing a mask! Which of her handsome coworkers could be her dream
man? Across the Street: Steven's ex and her new beau are spending Thanksgiving with
his family, and he's not ready for her to see him dateless. Enter his shy next door
neighbor. She's not going to play along without something in return. Under the Tree:
There are twelve days before Christmas, and Alex is ready to prove to Frankie he's
more than an overgrown fratboy. He's ready to make them a family.
The Offering
A Trilogy
Dome City Blues
Dreamworld: Tales from the Subconscious
Discarded
The Inventory 2: Gravity
Bounced through an asteroid field like a pinball, Major Rita King crashes her damaged star
cruiser on a lifeless planet. Her troubles are just beginning. Rita loves her ship. Loves the feel
of deep space between the stars. Loves being a galaxy cop. But holding the spot of top pilot in
the elite Red Barons leaves little time for anything else in her life. Maybe that’s why she
missed the signs that all was not well in her world. Someone she trusted tampered with her
ship and sent her out to die. Things go from bad to worse when Rita’s repaired ship is
captured and she is forced to work in a mine filled with a deadly bacteria. Even if she escapes
she’ll be a fugitive from the very agency she swore to uphold. Her life in tatters, Rita fights to
find answers. Who betrayed her, and why? This is how it all begins. Get all thirteen books
plus a free short story, Alcatraz Moon, at one special price.
Business Communication: Making Connections in a Digital World, 12/e by Lesikar, Flatley,
and Rentz provides both student and instructor with all the tools needed to navigate through
the complexity of the modern business communication environment. At their disposal,
teachers have access to an online Tools & Techniques Blog that continually keeps them
abreast of the latest research and developments in the field while providing a host of teaching
materials. Business Communication attends to the dynamic, fast-paced, and ever-changing
means by which business communication occurs by being the most technologically current
and pedagogically effective books in the field. It has realistic examples that are both consumerand business-oriented.
Martin Wise dreams of travel in the 4th Dimension. His 'lucky' stone helps him fulfil that
dream. But his stone is not the only one. Others exist. Some stones fulfil their owner's dreams
while others create their nightmares; time travel has consequences. For those in power,
manipulating time represents the chance to change the past. With the world descending into
anarchy, the testing of a neutron probe using Thor's Hammer and a covert mission into
enemy territory reveals the existence of a parallel, time-star universe linked to our own. That
revelation sees the Scientists' and Politicians' worlds collide.
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The story that you about to read could one day come true. Unexplained things are, always
being discovered. Many people constantly talk about being abducted by aliens. Some people
have indeed disappeared without a trace and were never heard from ever again. The
Government doesnt like the public talking about this type of thing. Because they are afraid of
many people panicking and going off the deep end. So, they try to cover it up the best way that
they can. But, they can not stop all of the leaks from within their own system. The story takes
place high up in the Rocky Mountain Range, in the state of Oregon. If you dont believe that
some things just dont exist, wait until you have read this book. The most unusual things have
come to light. Could it be fact or fiction? You be the judge. For even myself have seen some
things that should have never been possible.
RAF Strike Command, 1968-2007
The Fragrance Shed By A Violet
Confessions of a Counterterrorism Agent
Books 1-13
Indigo Blue
Sleepy Atoms and Quirkie Energy
The Competition is a new kind of novel -- a fast-paced,
sophisticated architectural thriller. The books dry humor and
intriguing characters, along with its intricate, suspenseful
plot, provide all of the necessary ingredients for a brilliant
new genre. When washed-up architect William Lightstone Travers
enters a design competition for the new Governors Mansion in
Indianapolis, he discovers graft and murder are part of the
process. Can Travers save his troubled career and win the
competition, despite corrupt officials determined to ruin him?
Or will the large Chicago firm, where his daughter works, buy
its way to the winning competition entry? In the end, Travers
must choose between a victory that could save him or a secret
that might kill him.
A futuristic thriller about the colonization of and culture
clashes between the Moon and Earth from the author of "Hungry"
and "Gifted."
A collection of fantasy and science fiction short stories. If
you like Twilight Zone and Tales from the Crip you'll enjoy
reading this book. Some stories orginated from actual dreams.
Even before Nancy McCabe and her daughter, Sophie, left for
China, it was clear that, as the mother of an adopted child from
China, McCabe would be seeing the country as a tourist while her
daughter, who was seeing the place for the first time in her
memory, was “going home.” Part travelogue, part memoir, Crossing
the Blue Willow Bridge immerses readers in an absorbing and
intimate exploration of place and its influence on the meaning
of family. A sequel to Meeting Sophie, which tells McCabe’s
story of adopting Sophie as a single woman, Crossing the Blue
Willow Bridge picks up a decade later with a much different
Sophie—a ten-year-old with braces who wears black nail polish,
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sneaks eyeliner, wears clothing decorated with skulls, and has
mixed feelings about being one of the few non-white children in
the little Pennsylvania town where they live. Since she was
young, Sophie had felt a closeness to the country of her birth
and held it in an idealized light. At ten, she began referring
to herself as Asian instead of Asian-American. It was McCabe’s
hope that visiting China would “help her become comfortable with
both sides of the hyphen, figure out how to be both Chinese and
American, together.” As an adoptive parent of a foreign-born
child, McCabe knows that homeland visits are an important rite
of passage to help children make sense of the multiple strands
of their heritage, create their own hybrid traditions, and find
their particular place in the world. Yet McCabe, still reeling
from her mother’s recent death, wonders how she can give any
part of Sophie back to her homeland. She hopes that Sophie will
find affirmation and connection in China, even as she sees
firsthand some of the realities of China—overpopulation,
pollution, and an oppressive government—but also worries about
what that will mean for their relationship. Throughout their
journey on a tour for adopted children, mother and daughter
experience China very differently. New tensions and challenges
emerge, illuminating how closely intertwined place is with sense
of self. As the pair learn to understand each other, they lay
the groundwork for visiting Sophie’s orphanage and birth
village, life-changing experiences for them both.
The Plague Year
Behind the Glass Door
Box Set Books 1-3
Girl in a Country Song
Omega Lab
Romance for all Seasons
The fourth and final volume in the Junkyard Dog Collection
series contains the last four books in the Junkyard Dog series,
including the answer to the question that began it all. Who
wanted Major Rita King dead and why? Ghost Ship Bending time and
space makes galaxy-wide travel possible. The one rule? Make sure
no solid objects occupy the other end of your warp jump. When
Rita King and the crew of the Junkyard Dog exit a jump they
nearly collide with a massive object. An object that shouldn’t
exist in that place. A good commander knows when to retreat.
Rita King knows a unique opportunity when she sees one. Join
Rita and her unusual crew in the tenth book of the Junkyard Dog
series as they solve the puzzling riddle of the Ghost Ship.
Bolkarus Station Even the best laid plans rarely work out as
intended. Bolkarus Station: the Junkyard Dog’s last chance to
make the dangerous rendezvous with Slade and hand over the
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precious and highly illegal Rose Sunstones. Bolkarus Station: an
ugly refinery and refueling planet, a place no one in their
right mind wants to visit. Perfect for a secret rendezvous. Rita
King plans to land, meet Slade, and leave as quickly as
possible. Simple. Straight forward. Stay on task and get out of
there. If only it was that easy. Join Rita’s crew on another
strange adventure in the eleventh book of the Junkyard Dog
series as they dig into the hidden world of a galactic refinery
and the secrets it holds. Omega Lab Need a replacement body
part? No problem with all the specialized cloning labs in the
Milky Way galaxy. Rita King, commander of the Junkyard Dog,
believes in the practice–except when it comes to her own body.
She reluctantly agrees to visit Omega Lab, knowing she needs to
be in top form to face her enemies on Mars Base. Her blind eyes
put her at too great a disadvantage. Time for new ones. No one
expects what happens next. Omega Lab, the twelfth book in the
Junkyard Dog series, takes the reader inside the wonders–and
darkest perils–of a cloning lab built deep inside a meteorite.
Mars Base The day of reckoning has arrived. Major Margarita King
needs answers. Why was her ship sabotaged? Who wanted her dead
and who could she trust for the truth? The only place to find
those answers? Mars Base, home of the Red Barons. Command
thought she was dead. A funeral had been held. Someone is going
to be mighty surprised when Rita shows up at headquarters. Mars
Base, the final book in the Junkyard Dog series, ends where
Rita’s strange and unexpected journey began–with one big
difference.
Ten years ago, Briar’s body rejected a government mandated
vaccine known as SAP (Serum to Advance Progressivism),
formulated to erase God from the mind. Briar was seven years
old. She’s been on house arrest ever since. Now, just weeks from
becoming a legal adult, Briar remains non-responsive to her
mandatory SAP injections. Along with her rapidly approaching
eighteenth birthday looms a grim reality: by order of the
Commandment, adulthood means institutionalization for those
resistant to SAP. In a matter of days, Briar will become a
permanent resident of the ARC—a facility shrouded in dark rumors
of torture, experimentation, and death. Her only alternative is
to accept a last minute ultimatum to become a laboratory test
subject for a new God-dissolving serum. With a decade of
solitude behind her and a lifetime of confinement before
her—what does she have to lose? Except maybe her
soul.------Watch the Book Video: https://youtu.be/YRLTQp4S-aA
Beginning with the absolutely critical first moments of the
outbreak in China, and ending with an epilogue on the vaccine
rollout and the unprecedented events between the election of
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Joseph Biden and his inauguration, Lawrence Wright's The Plague
Year surges forward with essential information--and fascinating
historical parallels--examining the medical, economic,
political, and social ramifications of the COVID-19 pandemic.
This book looks at the origins of the World War Two Commands and
their outline histories until 1968. It also looks at the
operations that took place during Strike Commands existence, the
aircraft they flew and the men who flew them.
Junkyard Dog Series Book 12
Biology Laboratory Manual
Brain, Mind, and Body in the Healing of Trauma
PC Magazine
Sovereign, #2
In this hard-hitting memoir, Fred Burton, a key figure in international counterterrorism
and domestic spycraft, emerges from the shadows to reveal who he is, what he has
accomplished, and the threats that lurk unseen except by an experienced, worldly-wise
few. Plunging readers into the murky world of violent religious extremism that spans the
streets of Middle Eastern cities and the informant-filled alleys of American slums,
Burton takes us behind the scenes to reveal how the United States tracked Libya-linked
master terrorist Abu Nidal; captured Ramzi Yusef, architect of the 1993 World Trade
Center bombing; and pursued the assassins of major figures including Yitzhak Rabin,
Meir Kahane, and General Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq, the president of Pakistan‒classic
cases that have sobering new meaning in the treacherous years since 9/11. Here, too,
is Burtonʼs advice on personal safety for todayʼs most powerful CEOs, gleaned from his
experience at Stratfor, the private firm Barronʼs calls “the shadow CIA.” Told in a noholds-barred, gripping, nuanced style that illuminates a complex and driven man, Ghost
is both a riveting read and an illuminating look into the shadows of the most important
struggle of our time.
Junkyard Dog Omnibus
Crossing the Blue Willow Bridge
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